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1 win &amp; 9 nominations. See more awards » More information To Robert McCall's edit, a former special service commando who faked his own death in hopes of living out of a quiet life. Instead, he emerges from his self-imposed retirement to save a young girl, and finds his desire for justice aroused after coming face-to-face with members of a brutal Russian gang. McCall
becomes the go-to man when the helpless require the kind of revenge they would never find without his skills. Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: What do you see when you look at me? Measures | Crime | Thriller certificate: 16 | View all certifications » Parents Guide: View content advisory » Edit Parts of the film were shot at an abandoned Lowe's store in Haverhill, MA. See
more » When Masters is told to 'Call it in' while handcuffed to a pipe at the money counting warehouse, he calls the police dispatcher and reports that he is 10-13 at the back entrance. The 10-13 call sign is for reporting weather conditions and not the police status at a crime scene. Maybe 10-78 (Need help), 10-31 (Crime in Process) or 10-23 (On Scene) would have been more
appropriate. See more » Robert McCall: [offers a cake] Loaded with poison, just as you like it. Teri: Is it your birthday? Robert McCall: No, it was a man at work. I didn't want to waste it. Teri: Congratulations, Some Guy at Work ... How old are you? Robert McCall: How old are you? Teri: It doesn't really matter. See more » The British cinema, DVD and Blu-ray versions are cut for
force to secure a 15 rating, removing or reducing the following: The close-up of the corkscrew is pushed further into Tevi's mouth, and the last shot of his face just before it is withdrawn. The first shot of the mercenary bleeding and choking on the barbed wire noose. Columbia made additional cuts in two more scenes, which don't seem to have been requested by the BBFC: A
close-up of Teddy beating Little John's bloodied face twice, and a shot from behind that shows him ready for another punch. The gangster who was impaled by the neck was cut short at the beginning and end. The six cuts in total about 15 seconds. The UK Ultra HD Blu-ray is uncut and rated 18. See more » 2 Kaiser Written by Sebastian Gilmano Ugovsky-Strassburger (as
Sebastian Gilmano Ugowski), Sergey Parkhomenko (as Siarhei Seryoga Parkhomenka) and Azad (as Azad Azad Azadpour) Performed by Sergey Parkhomenko (as Seryoga) with Azad Courtesy of King Ring and Reqqord See more User Reviews Official Facebook | Official site | See more » English | Russian | Spanish release date: October 9, 2014 (Germany) See more » Also
known as: The Equalizer See More » Haverhill, Massachusetts, USA See More » Edit Budget:$55,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $34,137,828, September 28, 2014 Gross USA: $101,530,738 Worldwide Gross: $192,330,738 More information about IMDbPro » Columbia Pictures, LStar Capital, Village Roadshow Pictures See more » Runtime: 132 min Aspect Ratio:
2.39 : 1 See full technical specifications specifications After The Equalizer and The Equalizer 2 comes The Equalizer 3? At least not for now. The chance of a new movie with Denzel Washington isn't bad, but first comes a series reboot, which begins in 2021 in the U.S. Sony Pictures Releasing France With The Equalizer and The Equalizer 2 director Antoine Fuqua and lead actor
Denzel Washington shot two uncompromising action-crackers, which aren't an insane amount at the box office (there's a good $190 million worldwide each), but have a big fan base. The Equalizer 3 is not an absolute self-promotion, but at the same time another sequel would be very within the realm of possibilities, especially since Denzel Washington, despite his now 65 years of
age, shows no age fatigue and the films with 55 million (Part 1) and 62 million dollars (Part 2) were not favorable, but also do not devour huge amounts. In an interview on the occasion of the launch of Part 2 in 2018, Washington also confirmed to us that he would not be averse to a third part. But it depends on how successful Part 2 will be and how good the script is: This is the
The Equalizer series Of The Equalizer 3 coming, so it will only become clear. What is certain is that there will be a The Equalizer series - but without Denzel Washington. The Equalizer films are based on the series The Equalizer, which aired on American television between 1985 and 1989. So the new Equalizer series goes back to the roots of the franchise. Michael Greenburg /
CBS Queen Latifah in the The Equalizer series Starring in the series reboot is played by Queen Latifah (Oscar nomination for Chicago), who leads a remote life as Robyn McCall as Robyn McCall as well as her male predecessors in the original series and movies and uses her extraordinary skills to help those in need. After a long time it was not really clear where the trip with the
new The Equalizer series goes, a first season was ordered in May 2020 and just a few days ago the American broadcaster CBS announced that Queen Latifah will celebrate its equalizer premiere on February 7, 2021, immediately after the Super Bowl broadcast – a rather prestigious broadcast venue that should ensure good opportunities. Apparently, CBS is quite convinced of the
quality of the series. It is not clear when and through which route The Equalizer will come to Germany. Following in the footsteps of Bird Box: Netflix snaps thriller starring Julia Roberts and Denzel Washington The Equalizer 2 on Today, December 13, 2020 at 10:30 p.m. on ProSieben. There is a certain, unmistakable charm about middle-aged stars finding their way back to their
action roots. More still retired secret agents are forced back into action, and put their training out all these years to good use. While the Bonds Jason Bournes of the world have always enjoyed their time in the spotlight as secret agents, I would put Liam Neeson at the helm of a movement that made retired agents jump back into action very seductively. More often than not, they
are accompanied by legendary status, very special skills, and an inimitable reputation in the field from which they retired. Yet there is one that is balig enough to give enough feathers to take them out of retirement and get back into action; That's a good thing for us. Not so much for those who wrinkled said feathers. Taken, John Wick, and then Denzel Washington in The Equalizer
immortalized retired secret agents in my opinion, and more importantly, made them look tremendously cool. While the first two have both completed their trilogies, from what we know, Robert McCall can't be too far away from completing his own. After the success of 'The Equalizer 2' there have been conversations of a third, but still little in number and weak in trail. Read on to find
out everything we currently know about a third Equalizer film in development. The Equalizer 3 plot: What can it be about? The first indication for a third Equalizer film happening comes from the success stories that were the previous two films, grossing nearly $190 million each on about a third of that budget. However, this is one of the franchises where more than the trade, there
are a lot of other factors at play, the first and especially its titular star, Denzel Washington. In his long and illustrious career, 'The Equalizer 2' is a sequel he has done, and any plans that Sony may have of producing a threequel would squarely depend on the star of this action franchise. This is also what director Antoine Fuqua had to say about the possibility of a third, stating that
while he himself would be very interested in continuing with it, it would be Washington's involvement that would actually make it happen, stating yes, absolutely. Personally, I'd like it to happen. I mean the audience has spoken, so hopefully it will continue to do well in his life. Sony brought it up and talked about it. It would be great to do it again. It would be great to do it again with
Denzel. I look forward to The Equalizer 3, if that happens. I would love for it to take place internationally, I think Denzel would be a great James Bond-type character. [Denzel and I] talk about a lot of different things. I have some things I'm developing and roles that I want him to play. Normally it works like this with him. I dream him like a cowboy or something, and then I have to
pitch it. Here's hoping that a third Equalizer movie doesn't need that much of a pitching to begin with, seeing as if Washington has also explained on numerous incidents how he a good time filming the (still) duology. All in all, while a third Equalizer movie looks very much on the charts, with most of the people involved in the two films that are characteristic on board, there may still
be some waiting to do before we can receive an official confirmation. The Equalizer 3 Cast: Who can be in it? If it wasn't clear from the previous paragraph, Denzel Washington is absolutely the key to a third film happening in the first place, so needless to say, he would be headlining a potential third film. Ashton Sanders as Miles Whittaker, Orson Bean as Sam Rubinstein, Bill
Pullman as Brian Plummer can also be touted for a return. The Equalizer 3 Crew: Who can be behind it? Since Antoine Fuqua himself has expressed an interest in returning for a threequel, he would be Sony's best chance to bring on board to ensure the success of a third. He's also a frequent contributor with Denzel Washington, and it's clear that the two share a camaraderie when
it comes to working together, as do several of their films alongside Training Day for which Washington won the Best Actor award at the Academy, 'The Magnificent Seven', and of course the two Equalizer films. Franchise writer Richard Wenk also has his desire to do another Equalizer movie. The Equalizer 3 release date: When can it premiere? The previous two Equalizer movies
had four years between them, and while there is currently no say nor an official word, I would say if Sony didn't close the book on this (which is the least likely they will), I'd say a 2022 release date looks like the charts. The Equalizer 3 Trailer While we wait for an official announcement of the film, here is the trailer of The Equalizer 2. Read More: Upcoming Denzel Washington
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